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1 IntrodutionLand use models are an inreasingly used tool for evaluation and foreasting of the e�ets of urbaninterventions suh as real estate developments, modi�ations to the transport system and hangesin urban poliy. Among these, mirosimulation models are beoming more relevant due to thepossibility of representing individual agents and their omplex interations in a simple, yet robustand �exible, way.Modeling the loation hoie of the di�erent agents that interat in a ity is one of the mainobjetives of any land use model. Loation hoie and real estate pries have been traditionallymodeled under two di�erent paradigms: the hoie approah and the bid-aution approah. Underthe hoie paradigm, households selet the loation that maximizes their utility, with pries beingdetermined exogenously through a hedoni model. The bid-aution approah assumes that realestate goods are traded in an aution market, where the best bid for a partiular loation determinesboth the loated household and the prie of the dwelling.Both bid-aution and hoie approahes work under the assumption that pries will be properlyestimated only under equilibrium onditions. In the hoie ase the hedoni approah for modelingpries impliitly assumes that the (equilibrium) market values of the attributes of a loation arerepresented in the parameters of a regression. The bid-aution approah an only determinepries when all households have interated in all the possible autions, ahieving a state where nohousehold an improve his situation by hanging its loation.The underlying equilibrium assumption makes hard to implement either approah diretly in amirosimulation ontext, where equilibrium is never solved but, instead, a dynami proess approx-imates the equilibrium onditions by simulating all the individual interations in the market. Foroperational reasons, mirosimulation models usually favor a hoie approah, estimating the hedo-ni prie model for a base modeling period and ignoring the equilibrium assumption. This meansthat pries are insensitive to hanges in the market onditions (e.g. inome distribution aross thepopulation, supply or demand surplus), making the market values of eah of the attributes of aloation onstant in time.On the other hand, the bid aution approah an handle the e�et of hanges in the marketonditions beause pries are a funtion of the preferenes of the households, and bids an beadjusted to reat against an inrease or derease of supply/demand. However, this approah hasonly been implemented in aggregated, equilibrium based, models.This paper proposes a method to model loation hoie and real estate pries simultaneously in amirosimulation ontext. The method is based on the bid-aution approah and estimates bothloation and pries as a funtion of the households' preferenes. The proposed approah does notrequire solving for equilibrium, but estimates the maximum bid in eah period by simulating theunderlying aution proess.Given exogenous supply levels, households adjust their preferenes (and their willingness to pay)as a reation to the (observed) market onditions. Demand surplus generates a more ompeti-tive market from the demand point of view, with households ompeting for a sare number ofloations.This triggers an inrease in the willingness to pay of all households and, therefore, therents of real estate goods. On the opposite ase, a supply surplus senario will generate a moreompetitive market from the supply point of view, with developers/owners willing to sell/rentthe dwellings at lower pries, given the redued demand. This is translated in a redution of thewillingness to pay of all households and the onsequent redution in rent levels.The type of aution also depends on the market onditions. In the ase of demand surplus themarkets behaves like a lassial aution, with several agents bidding for few goods. In this ase theloation hoie is modeled following a maximum bid probability. When the market interationstake plae under supply surplus onditions the market also lears through an aution, but in this2



ase several goods ompete to be hosen by few agents. In this ase the loation hoie is modeledfollowing the lassial maximum utility hoie probabilities.In order to implement this model, the estimated parameters of the bid funtion should be ableto foreast both the loation hoie distribution and the pries (as the expeted outome of theaution proess) at the base period of the simulation. To ahieve this, a novel approah for modelestimation is proposed, where the traditional maximum log-likelihood methodology is modi�ed inorder to aount not only for observed loation, but also for observed pries at a given base period.The method is based in the Generalized Random Utility model, originally proposed by Walker andBen-Akiva (2002) and integrates an indiator in the log-likelihood funtion in order to inlude anadditional measurement relationship in the model.The paper is organized as follows: Setion 2 desribes the main theory behind the bid-autionapproah to loation hoie modeling. Setion 3 explains the hoie approah and how it an beonsistently used in a bid-aution framework. Setion 4 proposes a model that ombines the bidand hoie approahes in a mirosimulation ontext. Setion 5 desribes the proposed estimationmethod for loation and pries and shows some results for a real ity ase study. Setion 6desribes an experiment with syntheti data to analyze the reation-apaity of the model todynami hanges in the real estate market onditions. Finally, Setion 7 onludes the paper andidenti�es possible further researh.2 The bid approahSine Alonso (1964), the real estate market has been understood as an aution market, wherehouseholds bid their willingness to pay for a partiular good (residential unit) whih is assignedto the best bidder. This proess simultaneously de�nes the prie of the good, understood as themaximum bid in the aution proess.The willingness to pay, from an eonomi point of view, an be derived from the lassial onsumer'sproblem of maximum utility, given inome onstraints:max
x,i

U(x, zi) (1)
s.t. px+ ri ≤ IIn the previous problem, the onsumer maximizes his utility by hoosing a vetor of ontinuousgoods (x) and a disrete loation (i), desribed by a set of attributes (zi). The budget onstraintstates that the total amount spent in goods (with prie p) plus the prie of the seleted loation(ri) must be smaller that the onsumer's available inome (I). Solving the problem on x andassuming equality in the budget onstraint, the problem an be re-written asmax
i

V(p, I− ri, zi) (2)where V is the indiret utility funtion, onditional on the the loation. Conditional on the levelof maximum utility (U), the indiret utility an be inverted in the rent variable:
ri = I− V−1(U, p, zi) (3)Under the aution market assumption, the rent variable an be understood as the willingness topay for a partiular loation, therefore the bid funtion B an be expressed as:3



Bhi = Ih − V−1
h (U, p, zi) (4)In the bid funtion, the index h has been inluded to take into aount heterogeneity in prefereneswithin di�erent households. If we assume bids to be random variables, with an extreme valuedistributed error term, it is possible to express the probability of a household (h) being the bestbidder for a partiular loation (i) as follows:

Ph/i =
exp(µBhi)∑
g exp(µBgi)

(5)Under the aution market assumption, the prie or rent of a good will be the maximum bid.The extreme value distribution assumption allows to express the expeted maximum bid for apartiular loation as the logsum of the bids
ri =

1

µ
ln(∑

g

exp(µBgi)

) (6)The bid approah has been traditionally implemented in equilibrium based models like MUSSA(Martínez, 1996), where rents an only be determined when bids have been adjusted to ensurethat eah household is loated somewhere and in not more than one loation. This means thatthe utility level (and therefore the bid level) of eah household should be adjusted to ensure that:
∑

i

Ph/i = 1 (7)The previous ondition is only possible when an absolute equality between supply (the number ofloation alternatives) and demand (the number of households) holds, meaning that:
∑

h

∑

i

Ph/i = H = S (8)with H the total number of households and S the total number of loations.3 The hoie approahThe hoie approah (MFadden, 1978; Anas, 1982) assumes that households hoose the loationthat maximize their utility. The utility a household pereives is the indiret utility funtion (2)and an be de�ned as a funtion of the attributes of the loation (Vhi = f(zi)). Assuming anextreme value distribution for the error term of the utility funtion, the probability of a household
h hoosing a loation i is:

Pi/h =
exp(µVhi)∑
j exp(µVhj)

(9)It is possible to demonstrate that, under the assumption of an aution market, the loation wherethe agent is the highest bidder is also that of the maximum surplus or maximum utility (Martinez,1992, 2000). This assures that the aution outome yields an alloation onsistent with maximumutility behavior of onsumers. The onsumer surplus is de�ned as the di�erene between thewillingness to pay for a good and the atual prie of the good. If the utility is written in terms ofonsumer surplus it will take the following form:4



Vhi = Bhi − ri (10)Replaing (10) in (9), the probability of a household h hoosing a loation i is:
Pi/h =

exp(µ(Bhi − ri))∑
j exp(µ(Bhj − rj))

(11)If pries are the outome of an aution proess and the market lears, the distribution of householdsaross loations obtained through (11) will be the same as the distribution obtained from (5) whensupply and demand are equilibrated. Otherwise, the hoie approah is only valid when there aremore alternatives than deision makers (Martinez, 1992).4 Bid rent model for mirosimulationMirosimulation of land use requires a representation at the individual level of the loation hoieand prie formation proesses. This means that eah household is paired to a loation in a sequen-tial way.The hoie approah is straightforward to implement in a mirosimulation ontext beause itprovides the individual loation probabilities and rents are alulated exogenously (and indepen-dently) for eah dwelling following an hedoni model without requiring any assumption aboutequilibrium between supply and demand. However, implementing the hoie approah requiresthe assumption that supply will always satisfy (or exeed) demand, so the alloation proess anbe simulated by drawing a loation for eah household. The order in whih the alloation happensan only be assumed to be random, drawing the loation for eah household at a time and makingseleted loation unavailable for future hoies. If a demand surplus senario happens, a hoieapproah will only be able to deal with this by randomly seleting households that will not beloated. The hoie approah also presents the drawbak of using hedoni pries, whih make theprie formation proess exogenous to the loation hoie problem and independent of hanges inthe market onditions. An analysis of the disadvantages of using hedoni pries and the di�erenesbetween them and maximum bid pries an be found in Hurtubia et al. (2010).Implementing a bid approah is not straightforward, beause pries an only be determined if asupply-demand equilibrium is ahieved and bids are adjusted to this. The omplexity omes fromthe fat that equality between demand and supply is usually not guaranteed in a mirosimula-tion (beause of an independent supply generation proess). Also, the bid approah traditionallyassumes that eah loation �hooses� a household through the aution proess, therefore makinghard to simulate senarios with supply surplus (there is no lear rule to deide whih loations arenot used). This di�ulties are addressed and partly overome in Martínez and Hurtubia (2006),but in an aggregated, quasi-equilibrium ontext.We propose a model where, at eah period of time, the aution for eah good is simulated, thereforeobtaining rent levels that re�et the ompetition between di�erent bidders for the good. Theadjustment aounts for the e�et a supply or a demand surplus will have on the bids. Wesolve the alloation problem by proposing a di�erent market learing solution depending on thesupply/demand surplus onditions of the senario.We assume the bid funtion to be omposed of two elements, therefore, for a partiular period t:
Bt
hi = bt

h + bhi(z
t
i , β) (12)where bt

h is the adjustment omponent that relates the bid with the utility level of the householdand bt
hi is the hedoni part of the bid expressing the value a household h gives to the attributes (zi)5



of a loation i through a set of parameters β. The funtional form of (4) implies the assumptionof a quasi-linear underpinning utility funtion whih allows to the additive deomposition andsimpli�es the interpretation of eah element Martínez and Henríquez (2007). We assume thepreferenes of households remain onstant in time, therefore the value of the hedoni part of a bidfor a partiular pair (bhi) will remain onstant in time unless the attributes of the loation (zti)hange from one period to the next. It is reasonable to expet hanges market onditions from oneperiod to the other (population , inome levels, available supply, et.) making the utility term bhreats to these hanges, therefore having di�erent values in eah period.The adjustment of bh follows the logi of households inreasing or dereasing their bids dependingon the onditions of the aution (or, in more general terms, the market). In eah aution, if thereis a demand surplus, households will try to outbid other households until reahing an expetedaverage outome of winning autions that allows to loate �somewhere� (although it does notensure their loation). Similarly, in the presene of supply surplus, households will redue thelevel of their bids beause they an reah an expeted number of winning aution that allows toloate somewhere with smaller bids.In eah period, the knowledge of the state of the market omes from the observed rents fromprevious periods (rti). We assume that households also observe the available supply (St) and knowthe number of households looking for a loation in eah period (Ht). However, we assume theydon't observe the bids of other households (therefore our system represents a sealed-bid aution).Considering this information, eah household estimates the value of bt
h required to make theexpeted number of winning autions equal to one.

∑

i

Pt
h/i =

∑

i∈St

exp (µ(bt
h + bhi(z

t
i)))∑

g∈Ht

exp(µBt−1
gi )

= 1 (13)Sine households an't observe the bids of other households in t we assume they observe the bidsin the previous period (t − 1). This is equivalent as observing the rents in the previous periodsine, following (6), the denominator of (13) an also be expressed as:
∑

g∈H

exp(µBt−1
gi ) = exp(µrt−1

i ) (14)The previous expression implies the assumption of myopi households, that, being unable to fore-ast the future equilibrium rents, use the available histori information of past rents as a proxy.Clearing bt
h from (13) and assuming that only rents from the previous period an be observed, weobtain:

bt
h = − ln(∑

i∈St

expµ (bt
hi(z

t
i) − rt−1

i

)

) (15)The adjustment of (15) is similar to the one proposed by Martínez and Donoso (to appear) withthe di�erene of onsidering that only the households looking for a dwelling and the available unitshave an e�et in the bid level orretion. After the adjustment of bhis alulated it's possible toalulate the loation probabilities and rents in t.4.1 Alloation proessThe loation of households is determined through a Monte Carlo simulation, following probabilitydistributions that will depend on the general onditions of the market, regarding demand or supply6



surplus. The number of loated households or used dwellings may di�er from the total number ofative households or loations in the market. We denote the set of loated households in a periodas Ĥt ⊆ Ht and the set of used loations in the same period as Ŝt ⊆ St.In a period with demand surplus it is impossible to alloate all households beause of the insuf-�ient supply. As explained before, households will inrease the level of the bid as a reation tothis. However, some of the households will be outbid in every aution and remain un-loated.The market onditions make more appropriate to use the bid probabilities (Ph/i) to simulate thealloation of households to dwellings. It makes sense to do this loation wise, drawing householdsfollowing (5), as if eah loation was seleting the best bidder from the pool of remaining house-holds. Under this assumption, the expeted number of winning autions for a partiular household
h in period t is given by ∑

i∈St

Pt
h/i.In the opposite ase, in a period with supply surplus, not all the dwelling will be used. Thereforea hoie probability (Pi/h) seems more appropriate to simulate the alloation of dwellings tohouseholds, drawing a dwelling following (11) for eah household. In this ase, the expetednumber of households hoosing a partiular dwelling i is given by ∑

i∈Ht

Pt
i/h.In any market, the transations are usually bounded by strutural harateristis of the involvedagents. In the ase of the real estate market the onstrains are given by the maximum feasiblebid for eah household (usually determined by the inome level) and the reservation prie (orminimum feasible rent) of eah loation. For simpliity, these onstraints are ignored in theurrent formulation of the model, meaning that pries an go has high or low as required by theadjustment of (21). This means that, in the ase of demand surplus, all dwellings will be used(Ŝt = St) while only a fration of the total households will be loated (Ĥt ⊂ Ht). Similarly, in thease of a supply surplus senario, all households are expeted to be loated (Ĥt = Ht) while onlya fration of the dwellings will be used (Ŝt ⊂ St).Introduing a onstrained behavior in the bidding/selling proess requires to de�ne thresholdswhih trigger the exlusion of a household or a dwelling from the transation. This would allowthe existene of (more realisti) senarios where some households are not loated while, at thesame time, some dwellings are not oupied. The inlusion of the thresholds should generate anon-ompensatory loation probability, whih an be modeled using models like the ConstrainedMultinomial Logit (Martínez et al., 2009). An example of the use of non-ompensatory probabilitiesfor loation hoie, but in the ontext of equilibrium models, an be found in Martínez andHurtubia (2006)5 EstimationImplementation of the proposed model requires to estimate the parameters of the bid funtion fora base period. The estimation should maximize the likelihood of the observed loation patternbut, at the same time, it should ensure that the expeted maximum bid (6) of eah loation isproportional to the real observed pries. For this we propose a model formulation based on thelatent variable approah for disrete hoie (Walker and Ben-Akiva, 2002; Walker and Li, 2007),where the prie is not diretly a�eting the willingness to pay, but is related as an indiator ofthe expeted maximum bid (or logsum) through a measurement equation. Figure 1 shows thestruture of the proposed model. Boxes represent observable data like the attributes of householdsand loations, transation pries and observed loations. Cirles represent unobservable variables(or latent onstruts) like the willingness to pay (bid) and the expeted maximum bid. Thedashed lines represent measurement relationships and the ontinuous lines desribe struturalrelationships. The main di�erene between a traditional Logit model and the proposed model lies7



Figure 1: Model struture

in the expliit inlusion of the logsum as a latent variable, that has a measurement relationshipwith both the hoie and an additional indiator (the prie).The Bid funtion is related to the attributes through the strutural equation that de�nes itsfuntional form: bhi = f(xh, zi, β). Simultaneously, the measurement relationship between theBid and the observed loation is de�ned by the hoie probability (5). It is worth notiing that, ina traditional Logit formulation, the logsum also intervenes in the measurement as the denominatorof the probability.As desribed before, the expeted maximum bid is related to the observed loation through thehoie probability (5) and its strutural relation with the observed attributes is given by the logsumexpression of (6). A new measurement relationship is onsidered in this formulation, assumingthere is a linear relation between the expeted maximum bid (ri) and the observed pries (r̂i),expressed as the following equation:
r̂i = a+ γri (16)Assuming a normal distribution, a probability density funtion f(r̂i|ri) with mean zero an bede�ned for the measurement relation of (16) as follows:

f(r̂i|ri) =
1

√
2πσ2

e
−

r̂i−a−γri

2σ2 (17)The estimation of the proposed model an be done through traditional maximum likelihood but, inthis ase, the likelihood funtion is the produt of the hoie probability and the density funtionfor the prie for all observations:
L =

∏

i∈S

(

∏

h∈Ci

(

Ph/i · f(r̂i|ri)
)yhi

) (18)where yhi = 1 if household h is the best bidder for loation i and zero otherwise. In the ontextof the previous equation, S represents the set of available observations for estimation and Ci isthe �hoie set� for loation i, understood as the set of households that partiipate in the autionfor i. If no hoie set generation model is available, it is reasonable to assume that all householdspartiipate in all autions, therefore making Ci = H for all i.8



The outome of the maximization of (18) will be the set of parameters (β) from the hedonipart of the Bid funtion (bhi) and the a, γ and σ parameters of the density funtion for theprie. However, in appliation, only the hoie probability determines the best bidding household,therefore making the loation probabilities independent of the prie parameters. The measurementequation (16) an be used to estimate the pries from the logsum values (6).5.1 Estimation results for a real ase studyThe model is estimated for the residential market of the ity of Brussels. The study area onsidersan extended metropolitan region, inluding 151 ommunes that ontain a total of 4945 zones (i).Dwelling alternatives are lassi�ed in 4 types (v) adding to a total of 1274701 residential unitsor loation alternatives (vi). The area of study ontains a total of 1267998 households, thereforehaving an aggregated vaany rate (supply surplus) of 0.5%. The estimation is done over a sampleof 1007 observations of loated households onsidering the following bid funtion:
bhvi = βsurf · surfvi · ln(Nh) + βsup ·Qsup

i ·Nsup
h + βhouse · λhouse

vi ·Nh+

βtrans · Ytrans
i · γcars=0

h + βtrans2 · Ytrans
i · γcars>1

h + βcomm · Ycomm
i · ln(Nh)+

βoff · Yoff
i ·Wh + βgreen · Ygreen

i ·Wh (19)where:� surfvi is the average surfae of a residential unit in buildings type v in zone i (alulated fromthe ensus). The building types onsider 3 types of house (fully-detahed, semi-detahed andattahed) and apartments.� Nh is the size (number of individuals) of a household.� Wh is number of ative individuals (workers) in a household� Nsup
h is number of persons in the household who ahieved a university degree as their max-imum eduation level.� Qsup
i is perentage of the population in zone i with a superior level eduation-degree.� Ytrans
i is a measurement of the quality of publi transport (aessibility)� Ycomm
i , Yoff

i , Ygreen
i are measurement of the presene of ommere, o�es and publi greenareas respetivelyThe measurement equation for pries is de�ned following (16) and using the expliit de�nition ofthe maximum expeted bid given by (6):

r̂i = a+ γ · ln∑
h

exp(bhvi) (20)For the estimation proess, the sale parameter µ is assumed to be one and the adjustment term(bh) of the bid funtion is assumed to be zero for all h. For the ase study, the observed pries areonly available as average transation pries (in ¿ 100'000) at the ommune level for 2 aggregatedtypes of residential units (houses and apartments). Despite this, the available observed pries stillprovide useful information for the estimation proess.9



Table 1: Estimation results for BrusselsStandard Logit Logit with prie indiatorParameter Value Std err t-test Value Std err t-test
βsurf 0.00698 0.00256 2.73 0.000225 0.000162 1.39∗
βsup 0.522 0.104 5.04 0.659 0.0721 9.14

βtrans0 0.317 0.135 2.35 0.637 0.0744 8.56
βtrans2 -0.438 0.151 -2.9 -0.428 0.0854 -5.02
βhouse 0.439 0.0599 7.32 0.0459 0.00599 7.67
βcomm -1.32 0.273 -4.82 -0.0118 0.0235 -0.5∗
βgreen -0.336 0.0718 -4.68 0.152 0.0188 8.09
βoff -0.16 0.0885 -1.81∗ 0.0738 0.0331 2.23
a - - - -32.3 4.24 -7.61
γ - - - 2.3 0.301 7.66
σ - - - -2.12 0.0223 -94.88Final Log-Likelihood -7011.03 -6387.76 (7091.13∗∗)Likelihood ratio-test 232.44 1478.97 (72.23∗∗)

∗parameters not signi�ant at the 95% level
∗∗ log-likelihood onsidering only the hoie probabilitiesThe model was �rst estimated for a standard Logit spei�ation and, one good estimates wereobtained, it was re-estimated inluding the measurement equation (indiator) for the observedpries and using the likelihood funtion of (18). The estimation in both ases was done usingan extended version of the software pakage BIOGEME (Bierlaire, 2003; Bierlaire and Fetiarison,2009); results are shown in Table 1.For the standard Logit model all parameters are signi�ant with a 95% on�dene (with theexeption of βoff whih is signi�ant with a 90% on�dene). The signs of the parameters showthat the willingness to pay inreases with the surfae of the dwelling and the size of the household,and that households with members having university degrees prefer to loate in neighborhoodswith a high presene of people with a university degree (this, we assume, is orrelated with theinome level). Households without a ar give a positive value to the presene of publi transportfailities while households with more than one ar atually prefer to loate in regions with lowaessibility for publi transport. An interesting result is the e�et of the presene of ommere,publi green areas and o�e spae, with a negative parameter for all of them and dereasingwith the size of the household or the number of workers, depending on the ase. These negativeestimates were originally interpreted as households preferring to loate in peripheral areas of theity, where the density of ommere, publi areas and o�es is lower. However, this eventuallyturned out to be an endogeneity problem (Guevara and Ben-Akiva, 2006) as it will be shown next.When adding the prie indiator to the estimation proess some of the parameters beome in-signi�ant and some hange their sign. For example the relevane of the surfae of the dwelling issmaller and its parameter is signi�ant only with an 84% on�dene. Other estimates like βgreenand βoff, that were originally negative, ame out positive in the estimation with the prie indi-ator. The hange in the values of the estimates an be explained as an endogeneity e�et in theStandard Logit formulation that happens due to the lak of information. The data for estimationshows that bigger households prefer to loate in the outskirts of the urban area, but this is alsoexplained by the lower pries for bigger dwellings in these regions. Therefore, by not aountingfor the prie, it appears as if households would bid less for plaes with aess to green areas andservies (orrelated with the presene o o�e spae). When the prie indiator is onsidered, theestimation generates positive parameters for green areas and o�es beause these attributes arelikely to inrease the average prie in a neighborhood10



Figure 2: Number of people by ommune

Figure 3: Number of people with university degree by ommune

It is not straightforward to evaluate and ompare the quality of eah model; the di�erent expres-sions for the likelihood funtions make the diret omparison of �nal log-likelihoods unfair. Theratio test for the �hoie� log-likelihood (alulated as the logarithm of sum of the probabilities ofthe hosen alternatives) is a valid indiator beause it onsiders the same spei�ation for the bidfuntion in both models. This statisti suggests that the Standard Logit performs better than themodel with the prie indiator. However, this is only valid for the data used in estimation and anexpeted result beause the standard Logit models attempts to �t only to this data set, while themodel with a prie indiator attempts to �t simultaneously a di�erent set of observations.A valid omparison is to simulate the loation distribution for all the loations in the ity witheah model, and ompare the results with observed statistis. This analysis is performed for twovariables: number of individuals in the household and number of individual with university degree.Results are shown in Figures 2 and 3.Figure 2 shows the results for total number of people, aggregated by ommune, obtained witheah of the models and ompares them with the o�ial statistis oming from the 2001 BelgiumNational Census. Data is ordered inreasingly with the ensus values. Both models providereasonable results, with only small deviations from the true values. However, when alulating the�t of eah results, the model with prie indiator shows a slightly better result with a R2 of 0.994(against the ensus data) versus a R2 of 0.979 for the standard Logit model.Figure 3 shows the number of people with university degree by ommune. In this ase the stan-dard Logit model learly underestimates the number of persons with university degree for largeommunes, while the model with prie indiator generates estimates whih are loser to the real11



Figure 4: Logsum vs Pries, Standard Logit

Figure 5: Logsum vs Pries, Model with prie indiator

values. The R2 for the standard Logit in this ase is 0.895, while the model with prie indiatorhas a better �t with R2 =0.925.A third variable worth analyzing is the predited prie by residential unit. Figure 4 shows the bestpossible �t between the logsum, obtained with the standard Logit model, for eah of the residentialunits in the area of study. It is possible to see that the logsum does not follow at all the trend ofthe observed pries.Figure 5 shows the prie estimation results for the hoie model estimated with prie indiators.The estimated pries (P(logsum)) are alulated following equation (20) and onsidering the valuesof Table 1 for the a and γ parameters. The predited pries, alulated as a funtion of theresulting logsum, follow the trend of the observed average pries. The noise in the predition anbe explained due to the heterogeneity between the di�erent residential units. While the averageprie is alulated by house or apartment by ommune, the foreast prie is alulated for 3 typesof houses and apartments and at the zone level, where additional heterogeneity is observed amongthe dwelling and the zones attributes. A more disaggregated prie indiator should allow for abetter �t between the logsum and the pries.These results indiate that the estimation of the hoie model inluding a prie indiator allowsto better foreast of both the loation distribution of agents and the pries.
12



Table 2: Loation in base periodzone poor hh (P) rih hh (R) total supply rent (ri)1 (z1 = 0.5) 281 219 500 1.252 (z1 = 1.0) 219 281 500 2.00total demand 500 500 10005.2 Bid-adjustment omponentIn the base year, both the utility level (b0
h) and the hedoni part (b0

hi) of the bid funtion should beestimated as if a full equilibrium was taking plae between the observed households and dwellings.The proess then requires to �rst estimate the parameters of the hedoni part through maximumlog likelihood (as desribed in the previous setion) and to adjust the value of b0
h following:

b0
h = − ln∑

i∈S0

expµ (b0
hi(zi) − r0i

)



 (21)The solution of the previous equation implies a �xed point problem beause the rents (r0i ) dependon b0
h, as de�ned by equation (6). However, little variation is expeted if the estimation of thehedoni omponent of the bid funtion is properly estimated. Therefore, for the �rst simulationperiod, the value of the adjustment omponents (bh) should be relatively low (and probablyirrelevant) with respet to the value of the hedoni omponent (bhi). Despite this, it is importantto onsider the total number of households and available dwellings at the base period in orderto introdue the e�et of the strutural vaany rate in the rent during the estimation proessdesribed in the previous setion.One the equilibrium bids and rents have been obtained, they are used as the input for thesimulation of the �rst period.6 Simpli�ed experimentA simple experiment is onduted to test the properties of the proposed models regarding properreation to hanges in the market onditions. For this a very simple syntheti ity is built onsid-ering only two possible zones for loation and only two types of households. The zones have onlyone attribute that haraterize them, having a zone with a low value (z1 = 0.5) and a zone witha high value (z2 = 1.0) of the attribute. Households show either a high marginal willingness topay for the attribute (rih households, with βR = 2) or a low willingness to pay (poor households,with βP = 1). For simpliity, and in order to allow a better analysis of the reation to generalmarket onditions of the model, the attributes of the zones remain onstant in time. This an beinterpreted as not aounting for loation externalities in the model.In the base period the ity is perfetly equilibrated, with 500 dwellings in eah zone and 500households of eah type. Table 2 shows the loation and rents after the equilibrium.The simulations are done for 20 periods after the base one. Two di�erent senarios are simulated:one with a supply surplus and one showing demand surplus.6.1 Supply surplus senarioIn the supply surplus senario real estate developers predit aurately the total future demandfor every period but the �rst one, where an (arbitrary) overprodution of dwellings take plae.13



Figure 6: Rents for the supply surplus senario

Figure 7: Rents for the demand surplus senario

Demand grows at a onstant rate while supply slowly adjusts to math it. Figure 6 show theresulting rents when applying the proposed model. As expeted, rents are higher for dwellings inthe zone with higher values for the attributes. In the �rst period, the exess of supply triggersa redution in the rents that ontinues for several periods until supply mathes demand again(around period 5). After this point, and given the equality between supply and demand, rentsinrease until they reah the original (equilibrium) levels.6.2 Demand surplus senarioThe demand surplus senario is generated by produing a shok in the growth for rih householdsin the �rst period. Supply is unable to reat immediately to this and does so in a slow manner.Figure 7 shows the rents for this senario. The exess of demand generates an inrease in the rentwhih dereases slowly as supply approahes the levels required to satisfy demand. After severalperiods rents return to the original equilibrium levels7 ConlusionsThe proposed model is able to aount for the autioning proess that takes plae in eah periodof a simulation. The advantage of the model lies in the fat that is able to aount for hanges in14
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